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 Taking The Pressure Off Cold 
 Weather Driving

 Don’t let cold weather get your tires down. 

 Get winter tires.

 Road Safety

 (NAPS)—Heavy snow and slick ice on 

 the roads can be a white-knuckle 

 experience for even the most 

 experienced drivers if the automobile 

 isn’t properly outfitted for the weather.

 While knowing proper driving 

 techniques is important, a good set of 

 winter tires can be the difference 

 between getting where you have to go 

 safely and feeling your heart leap into 

 your throat as your car slides through an 

 ice-covered intersection. 

 So what do you need to know? Here’s a 

 list of commonly asked questions along 

 with answers to help you understand 

 how winter tires can help you.

 What’s the difference between 

 “winter tires” and “snow tires”?

 Winter tires are designed to work in all 

 winter conditions, not just snow. The tire 

 compounds are optimized to provide 

 grip even on dry roads in weather below 

 45° Fahrenheit. Also, winter tread 

 patterns are designed to provide 

 excellent grip in icy and snowy 

 conditions.

 Can I use studded winter tires?

 Studded winter tires were once 

 perceived as loud and damaging to the 

 road. However, through innovations in 

 studding technology, the noise and road 

 wear from the studs have been greatly 

 reduced. Now, there is little difference 

 between a studded tire and a winter tire 

 without studs. For instance, Nokian 

 Tyres, a Finnish company known for its 

 expertise in developing and testing tires 

 in demanding northern conditions, 

 makes a winter tire, the Hakkapeliitta 8, 

 that features a new tread pattern with 50 

 percent more studs than its 

 predecessor. When compared to 

 studded tires of the past, these modern 

 studded tires cause only 20 percent 

 road wear in relation to the typical 

 studded tires of the ’60s and early ’70s. 

 This new stud technology makes the tire 

 extremely gentle on its driving surface, 

 even while its winter grip properties are 

 better than ever before.

 I don’t get much snow, so why do I 

 need snow tires?

 In general, non-winter tires are designed 

 for performance at 45° and above. When 

 used in temperatures below this, the tire 

 compounds harden in the cold weather 

 and lose their ability to grip. Winter tires 

 are designed to provide grip in colder 

 temperatures. This is why they’re 

 “winter” tires, not “snow” tires—they 

 provide increased safety in cold, not just 

 snow.

 “The truth is, winter tires are engineered 

 specifically to perform most effectively 

 in harsh environments where colder 

 temperatures are the norm,” said Bernie 

 Del Duca, president of North America 

 for Nokian. “Winter tires don’t just 

 combat snow and ice, they’re 

 specifically designed and tested to 

 function better in areas where 

 temperatures can drop down below 

 freezing for months at a time.” 

 Can’t I just get two winter tires?

 While this used to be the conventional 

 wisdom, this creates the hazardous 

 condition of having one axle that has 

 grip while the other does not, resulting in 

 an increased chance of a spinout.

 Will winter tires lower my gas 

 mileage?

 Gas mileage typically dips in the winter 

 due to several factors. While winter tires 

 may contribute, the effect is minimal; a 

 decrease in gas mileage often has more 

 to do with winter gas, which has special 

 additives that affect engine performance. 

 Roof racks and ski boxes add 

 aerodynamic drag; these can also affect 

 gas mileage.

 Can I drive my winter tires all year 

 round?

 Using winter tires year round is not 

 recommended. Modern winter tires may 

 wear unnecessarily quickly, particularly 

 on coarse spring roads and on hotter 

 summer roads. The wear may be uneven 

 as well. Many tire dealers offer storage 

 for off-season tires, making seasonal tire 

 changing easy for drivers. 

 When should I put on my winter tires 

 and when should I take them off?

 In the fall, once temperatures are 

 consistently at 45° or below, any driver 

 will benefit from the grip of winter tires. It 

 may make sense to put them on a bit 

 early to avoid the tire changeover rush 

 that happens once the first snowfall hits. 

 At the end of the season, it’s best to 

 remove winter tires once temperatures 

 are consistently over 45°. 

 I have four-wheel drive or all-wheel 

 drive so I don’t need winter tires, 

 right?

 Acceleration with original equipment 

 tires in winter conditions is relatively easy 

 to achieve with AWD and 4WD. The 

 problem comes when there is a need to 

 steer or stop in a hurry and the tires do 

 not grip. This is why you see so many 

 SUVs and 4X4s off the road in the early 

 season storms. All-wheel-drive and four-

 wheel-drive vehicles benefit from winter 

 tires just as much as front-wheel-drive 

 vehicles do.

 How will winter tires affect my 

 vehicle’s handling and braking?

 In general, dry handling and braking will 

 be affected only slightly when using 

 winter tires but the gains in winter 

 weather safety are significant. The 

 biggest change in dry handling and 

 braking a driver could see would be a 

 move from a UHP (ultrahigh 

 performance) summer tire to a studded 

 winter tire.

 Learn More

 For more facts on tires and to locate a 

 local dealer, go to www.nokiantires.com.
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$100- $1000 paid for Wrecked-
Junk Cars!! Any year, make or
model. Call us first, we’ll pay you
more. (512)623-7168.

 NEED TO  find your 
 puppies a new home? 
 Try this attention 

 getter to make your ad dog-gone 
 good!
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 with The Greensheet. (800)687-
 6437.

$100- $1000 paid for junk, scrap,
wrecked cars and trucks. Towing
included! Any year, make, or
model. Call (512)646-1721.
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Pre-owned

2012 BMW 740i: 50K miles, twin
turbo, 6 cylinder, automatic,
$29,995. (512)541-5247. 

2006 BUICK LaCrosse CXL: $9995.
(512)646-0911. 

1970 CHEVY C-65: not road wor-
thy, straight 6 and 5 speed, clutch
slips, $1200. (512)567-5852. INDI-
VIDUAL

1998 CADILLAC Eldorado: doesn’t
run, blown head gasket, $600.
(210)204-2902. INDIVIDUAL

2008 CHRYSLER Sebring: 87000
miles 4 cylinder, automatic, 4
door, cloth seats. $5,000.
(512)653-0636. INDIVIDUAL

2001 CHEVY Impala: 160K miles.
Runs good. $1750 obo. (512)629-
0923. 

2013 CHEVY Impala: 56K miles,
clean, automatic, excellent condi-
tion, $9800. (512)413-3717. 

2009 CHEVY Silverado: 58K miles,
V-6, super clean, black, automatic,
$14,995. (512)541-5247. 

2009 CHEVY Impala: $9995. Call
(512)646-0911. 

2007 CHEVY Malibu: $9995.
(512)646-0911. 

1994 FORD Aerostar 4: engine is
blown, transmission works, it’s a
parts car. $350. (512)567-5852.
INDIVIDUAL

 THE GREENSHEET  brings you 
 buyers. (800)687-6437.

1978 FORD Fairmont: mostly
being sold for parts, been parked
for 15 years, $350. (512)567-5852.
INDIVIDUAL

1989 FORD Mustang: Drag car/
trailer, black, clean, automatic,
$21,000. (512)718-2854. INDIVID-
UAL

2014 KIA Optima: 33K miles, great
condition, clean, automatic, like
new leather interior, $19,998.
(512)574-8493. INDIVIDUAL

2008 HONDA Odyssey LX: 94K
miles, V-6, clean CarFax, $9990.
(512)541-5247. 

2009 HYUNDAI Sonata: 113K
miles, $6,900. (512)712-8019. INDI-
VIDUAL

2010 NISSAN Altima: 89K miles,
silver, $8,900. (512)712-8019. INDI-
VIDUAL

2010 HYUNDAI Accent: $9995.
(512)646-0911. 

2004 MERCURY Grand Marquis:
$8995. (512)646-0911. 

$100- $1000 paid for junk, scrap,
wrecked cars and trucks. Towing
included! Any year, make, or
model. Call (512)646-1721.

1999 TOYOTA Camry: 140K miles,
V-6, a/c, power, alarm, sunroof,
leather seats. $2900 obo.
(512)629-0923. 

1996 TOYOTA Camry: 164K miles.
4 cylinder, automatic, power.
$1300 obo. (512)629-0923. 

2007 TOYOTA Corolla S:
Automatic, 141K, all power
options. Runs and drives great!
$5950. (512)459-7771. 

2002 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle:
Diesel. New injector pump and
timing belt. Runs good. $3500.
(512)718-4902. INDIVIDUAL

2004 VOLVO XC90 T6: 135,000
miles. All-wheel drive. Everything
works. $5200. (830)433-3618.
INDIVIDUAL

Buying and selling, 
on the go. 
Optimized design for digital devices.


